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OFFICE OF THE SHEC COORDINATOR 

Introduction to Vision 

Hello! 

Thanks for stopping by and taking a look at my plans for SHEC this year – my 

team and I have got big things in store and are excited for what’s to come! 

SHEC, or the Student Health Education Centre, has been around in various 

reincarnations since its ratification in 1973. We’ve undergone a variety of 

changes, from being solely a sexual health service to one that deals more 

broadly with student health by incorporating both mental and physical 

wellbeing. Today, our focus involves providing peer-run, non-denominational 

health promotion, education and referral services for McMaster students.  

With such a broad mandate, it can often be difficult to have a clear, cohesive 

vision that can be implemented. This year, I have chosen to construct the 

overall vision for the service around the idea of value optimization. Particularly 

because it is a review year, my ultimate goal is to ensure that the MSU and its 

members are getting the most out of the money that they put into the service. 

To ensure that this happens, I have chosen to separate the service vision into 

four year long objectives (as seen in the graphic below): enhancing volunteer 

engagement, increasing campus partnerships, having more effective 
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advertising, and improving the visitor experience.  

Each of the year long-objectives is supported by a critical pathway consisting 

of a variety of implementable ideas such as campaigns, events, or partnerships. 

Collectively, the critical pathway ideas correlate directly to action items that 

my team and I will complete in order to put things in motion.  

In this year plan, I will strive to be as specific and realistic as possible with 

respect to each of my year-long goals. I am always a fan of big visions, but 

only when they are realizable. I will start by outlining each of my year plan 

goals - following this, I will be going through each of the corresponding critical 

pathways by discussing a list of ideas that can be used to fulfill each of my 

year plan goals. For the sake of conciseness and readability, I have opted to 

keep my descriptions of each idea as brief as possible, but should there be 

interest in specific event planning details, I would be happy to provide it. 

Finally, I will round out my analysis of the year-long goal by providing an 

assessment of their associated value but also any challenges that may present 

themselves in the process of attaining them. 

Taking SHEC to the next level will be a large project– as such, you will notice 

that many of my critical pathways involve delegation to my executives based 

on projects that they have indicated interest in. My year plan has been a 

collaborative undertaking, with consultation from my team based on their 

personal committee goals and year plans.   

That being said, I am always open to suggestions and feedback on how SHEC 

can deliver the highest quality of service and value to all of its stakeholders. 

Should you have any questions, concerns, or comments on my year plans, 

please feel free to get in touch and I’d be happy to follow up. Thank you for 

your continued support of student wellbeing on campus – I’m incredibly 

excited for the year ahead! 

 

Yours in health education,  

 

Sutina Chou 
SHEC Coordinator 

2016-2017 
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YEAR-LONG OBJECTIVES 
1) Enhance Volunteer Engagement 

Description 

Often when we evaluate services the focus is on how value is being delivered 

to those who access it, rather than those who are involved in providing it. One 

of my biggest goals this year involves enhancing the engagement of 

volunteers by improving their experience when contributing to SHEC and 

empowering them to go beyond a typical volunteer role in shaping the service. 

Given my personal experience with SHEC last year, I think the approach to 

volunteer management and training has to undergo some critical changes. 

 

Critical Pathway 

1) Volunteer Management 

Primary efforts at improving the volunteer experience through team 

management involves building a stronger sense of community amongst 

volunteers, which can happen through a variety of initiatives, including:  

 Emphasizing inter-committee connectedness through joint events (i.e. 

having different committee members on the radio show, etc.) and 

programming (having inter-committee pods during training) 

 Create a points-based rewards system to encourage engagement in 

training throughout the year and participation in shift coverage  

 Implementing a debrief system for volunteers to help deal with tough peer 

support sessions and emphasize the role of self-care that makes all 

executives available to chat  

 Evaluation forms for each executive and the coordinator that are 

anonymous and open throughout the year to encourage feedback 

 More socials and volunteer recognition events – alternate one small and one 

medium sized one every other month (to coincide with in-person trainings) 

in addition to one large one at the end of every semester 

 Hire and mentor more first years and new volunteers to “burst the bubble” 

and encourage continued involvement with SHEC by pairing them with an 

upper year/returning volunteer within their committee, arrange for regular 

check-ins with them 

 Building in time for debrief and feedback during individual weekly 

committee meetings 
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2) Volunteer Training 

Another component of helping volunteers feel more engaged involves a 

reformatting of training available to peer supporters to include things such as:  

 Creation of an MSU 101 presentation at training during the beginning of the 

year to help orient volunteers to their role within not just SHEC, but also the 

peer support services and the overall MSU so that they feel empowered by 

knowing what resources are available to them at all times 

 Promote and provide more opportunities for professional development 

through a variety of certifications such as SAFEtalk, Mental Health First Aid, 

More Feet on the Ground, Trans 101 etc. – the more information volunteers 

have, the more prepared they will feel to perform peer support 

 Integrating an increased number of guest speakers that are both internal 

and external to the university to ensure that students are getting up-to-

date and relevant information from professionals, in addition to exposing 

them to a broad variety of resources 

 More emphasis on mock situations during training so that volunteers are 

exposed to as many different possible scenarios as possible – as well, I have 

considered partnering with the MTC to borrow their actors to try and be as 

authentic as possible 

 Reducing online training to every other month, as using exclusively online 

training (in my experience) is incredibly ineffective and also reduces the 

sense of teamwork the volunteers feel throughout the year 

 Bring back the printed articles that were provided on-shift in binders in 

previous years as a way for volunteers to stay on the pulse of issues that 

are relevant to student health and wellbeing  

 Development and implementation of official service protocols on 

pregnancy testing, individuals in distress, CA condom packages, answering 

the phone, use of the lending library, peer support debrief, and visitors in 

the SHEC space   
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Value 

Implementation following the critical pathways suggested will result in 

increased value in a variety of areas, most noticeably through more efficient 

service operation due to volunteer commitment and dedication. If peer 

supporters are adequately equipped, motivated, and empowered, the quality 

of service delivered will certainly reflect this volunteer centric approach to 

team management. Using these strategies, SHEC will be able to fulfill its 

mandate competently and consistently due to volunteer retention and 

engagement. As well, working towards these action items offer and excellent 

starter for volunteers to remain involved with the MSU, both within peer 

support services, but also on an advocacy level should they choose.  

 

Challenges 

It is always difficult to maintain volunteers throughout stressful periods of the 

school year including midterms and finals – as well, teams traditionally 

experience engagement fatigue after the beginning of second semester due to 

burnout. As well, it is important to remember that volunteers live very full lives 

due to commitments not only to SHEC, but to their academic and personal 

lives. The approach outlined also puts a lot of emphasis on the Internal 

Programming and Coordinator roles, but it must be remembered the team 

management is a joint responsibility shared over all executives.  

 

Long-term Implications 

Despite the challenges outlined, the potential returns on this year-long goal are 

huge and long-standing, including positive impressions of the MSU being 

created with its members (both visitors and volunteers) and increasing the 

reputation of SHEC as a service that provides exceptional value to those who 

not only access it, but are involved with it. Finally, it may provide 

compounding value to the service to focus on this year-long goal, as it will 

ensure the retention of volunteers from year-to-year.  

 

Partners 

 Executive Team 

 Volunteer Team 

 VP Administration 
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2) Increase Campus Partnerships 

Description 

Given the diverse number of organizations both on campus and in the greater 

Hamilton community that deal (indirectly or directly) with the mental and 

physical wellbeing of students, there are opportunities abound for productive 

collaboration. Ultimately, I hope to see SHEC become a central hub/directory 

that can be accessed by students looking for peer support and resources 

about their mental and physical wellbeing in an “all roads lead to Rome” 

fashion. 

 

Critical Pathway 

1) Increased Outreach with First Years and Welcome Week 

 Involvement in Spark’s self-care session to inform first year students of 

SHEC as a resource for peer support and counselling resources 

 Working with ResLife to continue Sex 101 programming in residences and 

develop Sex 202 event dealing with more complex issues surrounding 

sexual health and safety in addition to putting up 

promotional/informational posters about SHEC in residence buildings 

 Participation in Horizons Successfest 

 Representation at SOCS Sleepover and SOCS Welcome Week 

programming to promote the services and resources that SHEC provides to 

off-campus students 

 Partnership with Shinerama to provide condoms during Welcome Week 

events at 1280 for Bar Blitzes 

 

2) Emphasizing Intersectionality in Peer Support 

 Working with Diversity Services for an event involving dialogue about the 

way sexuality is perceived in different cultures and religions and to ensure 

that intersectionality is constantly considered in SHEC programming 

 Programming with WGEN such as Vagintine’s Day and other events to 

discuss issues of sexual health and safety that pertain specifically to female-

identifying individuals 

 Continued consultation with QSCC to ensure that the resources and peer 

support that SHEC provides surrounding sexual health also addresses 

issues for those in the LGBTQ+ community 
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3) Promotion of Nutrition and Active Living 

 Working with Mac Bread Bin to promote it as a resource for students who 

are experiencing socioeconomic barriers with regards to a health and 

balanced diet 

 Partnership with the Athletics and Recreation Department to have 

informational posters about nutrition and active living put up in The Pulse in 

addition to being a part of the New Year’s Resolution fair and Stressbusters 

by providing recreational programming for students to try (i.e. yoga, 

Pilates, kickboxing, etc.) 

 Engaging with SCSN to promote Hamilton-based activities that can get 

students moving outside (i.e. Waterfall hiking, walking tour of the city, etc.) 

as well as creating a guide to healthy eating when out on the town/buying 

groceries 

 Collaborating with MacCycle to create an online/printable map of biking 

trails close to city/in the city that can help students get active (SoBi launch 

might also be something useful to look into here, too!) 

 Promoting Mac Farmstand as an accessible and convenient option for 

students looking to buy fresh local goods, as well as providing nutritional 

information for recipes that are based on what can be purchased there 

 Involving MSU Cultural Clubs in creating a healthy eating cookbook to 

ensure that there is diversity in the recipes being offered 

 

4) Integration of Advocacy into Service 

I’m not entirely sure how feasible this is, but I would love to see SHEC take on 

an advocacy component in its involvement with student health and wellbeing. 

A primary avenue that might be useful to pursue is the Advocacy Street 

Team’s MacTalks campaign, where our involvement can go beyond 

programming, to take on an advocacy component through student surveying. 

 

5) Involvement with Campaigns Involving Sexual Health and Sexual Violence 

 Promoting SACHA’s events but also the organization itself as a helpful 

resource for those looking for more information about sexual violence 

 Involving Meghan Ross in training for volunteers but also programming (i.e. 

on the Radio show, in an event about abuse in relationships, etc.) 

 Providing free condoms and drink testing cards at programming offered by 

Campus Events (i.e. 1280 nights, Welcome Week concerts) in addition to 

helping host Dirty Sexy Bingo  

 Continuing to work with Hamilton Public Health by having their 

representative come in during training, but also for safe sex items 
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6) Engagement with the New Mental Health Strategy 

 Continued relationship the SWELL/SWC through programming such as 

Stressbusters, but also developing new programming based on student 

feedback and responses  

 Reaching out to the Hamilton Mad Students’ Collective and McMaster COPE 

to offer SHEC services as a potential support for their members but also to 

collect feedback on how to improve programming 

 Remaining in contact with the Hamilton SPCA for the use of therapy dogs 

during Stressbuster events 

 

Value 

Overall, improving campus partnerships will help these individual groups 

(including SHEC) become more than the sum of their parts. On a service level, 

reaching out to different groups means that our volunteers have a better 

understanding of what is already out there and can provide support or 

referrals accordingly. It also means that the resources that we do have in-

centre are as well informed as possible. As well, partnering with other 

organizations ensure increased outreach for all involved, as we may be put in 

touch with visitor groups that we did not previously have access to. Finally, 

developing more partnerships contributes to a more cohesive sense of SHEC’s 

role within the greater MSU community as outlined earlier.  

 

Challenges 

Given that individual organizations do have their own agendas and action 

items, it will take a lot of foresight and advance planning to get any action 

items completed. As well, it is important to acknowledge that there is a 

plethora of groups both on and off campus; thus, it is logistically difficult, if not 

impossible, to reach out and work with them all, which means that one may 

have to be selective for quality over quantity. 

 

Long-term Implications 

Ultimately, reaching out and working with other organizations external to 

SHEC ensures that visitors are getting the most value out of what the service 

provides. It also provides a framework for ongoing partnerships that can carry 

on in the long-term to provide value for al of those involved. Finally, 

partnerships internally within the MSU give an excellent opportunity for inter-

service cohesion and to strengthen the existing outreach and functionality of 

the MSU network. 

3) Develop More Efficient Advertising 
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Description 

Advertising has always been one of the areas in which I have felt SHEC could 

do better in – I often find first-time visitors remarking that although the centre 

provides important and useful services, that they didn’t know that much about 

it (or that it existed at all) before coming in. In response to this, I have 

identified four avenues through which we can increase SHEC’s visibility. 

  

Critical Pathway 

1) Social Media 

 Make sure Facebook and Twitter pages are up-to-date and current (in 

terms of information and cover pages, etc.)  

 Work with official MSU social media to make sure that sufficient promotion 

is stay on top of what’s happening in the community in relation to student 

health, and help promote other services with similar goals 

 Develop a system to respond to messages/interactions on 

Facebook/Twitter and take a survey of people with access to the pages 

 

2) Online presence 

 Restructure website to improve visual appeal and organization 

 Ensure that all information on the MSU website is up to date 

 Reformat blogs on MSU website or host all posts on the official tumblr 

 Work with Sarah Mae Conrad to create an informational/promotional video 

for the service that will appear on the webpage and replace the old one 

 

3) Printed Materials 

 Create general informational rave cards that can be handed out at 

promotional events like Horizons Successfest, Clubsfest, etc. that outline 

what SHEC is, what services are offered, and how to access the service 

 Create a small business card promoting the peer support service that SHEC 

offers that can be handed out or attached to/included with other items (i.e. 

swag bags, on candy during exam stress time, etc.) 

 Create informational bookmarks that can be put outside the centre during 

off-hours to direct students to other resources when SHEC is closed 

 Create a general external resources card consisting of frequently referred 

to services both on an off campus (i.e. professional help, organizations that 

deal with specific issues, etc.)  

4) Professionalism 
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 Rethink branding by working with Michael Wooder to redesign the logo 

into something that better reflects the service and its four pillars 

 Work with the space audit committee to look into ways to make the office 

space more appealing (i.e. painting, renovating furniture, etc.) to visitors 

 Create official emails hosted on the MSU server for executive team 

 

Value and Long-term Implications 

The value of improving the way SHEC approaches advertising is pretty self-

explanatory: if more students know about the service, the hope is that more of 

them will access it and tell their friends about it. By drawing more students 

into engaging with the service and another relevant resources, they can be 

better connected to ways that they can maintain their mental and physical 

wellbeing.  

 

Challenges 

Promotional activities by nature have to be extremely timely, which means 

that the executive in charge must be on top of things at all times and plan 

hugely in advance for the creation of advertising materials, which can be 

incredibly time-consuming. As well, social media and other online presences 

require a lot of upkeep as they must be updated pretty much daily – thus, it is 

important that the executive in charge is responsible and able to take care of 

things; otherwise, the promotional aspect of SHEC can become all-consuming. 
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4) Improve Visitor Experience 

Description 

The final year-long goal is perhaps the most critical component of improving 

the overall value that SHEC provides to the MSU. By improving visitor 

experiences, SHEC will be able to encourage more people to access the 

service, and ensure that the ones that do are able to receive the highest 

quality of care possible.  

Critical Pathway 

1) Integrate data collection mechanisms to inform service direction 

 Investigate best practices from other universities in regards to peer support 

as well as more generally student health-focused resources with Kevan 

McDougall (Services Commissioner) and Meg Hsu (University Affairs 

Commissioner) – this will help avoid mistakes that have been made 

previously, but also determine what models are worth emulating 

 Create a peer support log binder to determine that nature of situations that 

students are coming in for in order to provide appropriate training to 

volunteers and inform service protocols 

 

2) Improve accessibility for visitors  

 Design an online pickup for students to “place an order” for safe sex items 

that can then be placed in non-descript bags outside the centre for pickup 

– this will help students access the space more conveniently and without 

the associated stigma that can sometimes occur 

 Work to provide commuter students with an online hub of resources that 

can direct them to organizations that provide similar services to SHEC in 

their home regions if they aren’t able to access the space 

 

3) Ameliorate the physical space that the centre occupies 

 Work with the space audit committee to improve peer support space in the 

back room and make condoms more accessible to students  

 Perform an inventory of the resources currently available in the space to 

determine what is no longer relevant and replace/order resources 

 Create a physical calendar in the SHEC space that will outline events that 

might be happening in the community so that students can stop by and 

learn more about what is happening 

 Reorganize the pamphlet and Lending Library collections to be more 

visually appealing and organized 

4) Expand external partnerships 
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 Look into expanding budget or pursuing sponsorship to accommodate 

demand for menstrual items 

 Integrate more specialized training that can be provided by external 

organizations in order to diversify knowledge base of volunteers 

 

Value/Long-term Implications 

Again, the value of pursuing this particular long-term goal is pretty self-

evident. Improving the visitor experience is critical to ensuring that students 

start accessing the service and continue to do so over their careers at 

McMaster. As well, ensuring that the people who visit have positive 

experiences also improves the chances that more students will stop by the 

space through word of mouth. Overall, retaining returning visitors while 

encouraging new ones through helpful interactions with the service will 

ultimately ensure that SHEC is able to fully fulfill its mandate.   

Challenges 

Probably the biggest challenge in this situation is the fact that improving the 

visitor experience is not something that happens overnight – it will only come 

as a result of a series of implementable changes that occur in conjunction and 

over the long-term.  
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ACTION ITEM SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW 
Repeating Events/Items 

Weekly  Silhouette article and blog post (Media-Sil/Blog)  

 Radio Show (Media-Radio)  

Bi-weekly   SHEC exec meetings 

 Meetings with Cathy Jager  

Monthly  First Year Outreach Initiative by SHEC   

 Volunteer recognition token (e.g. chocolates in the center)  

Termly   Executive Board report – write and present to EB  

 VP Admin will provide schedule  

Projects/Services/Events: A Year At SHEC 

Summer 
Prep 

 Sign-up for ClubsFest and SuccessFest 

 Committee assignments  

 Order t-shirts from The Underground  

 Summer training and quiz, September Training planning 

First Semester 

September  Welcome Week: MacQuest, ClubsFest  

 First-year volunteer hiring  

 Volunteer Training weekend  

 Consent posters in residence 

 Alcohol Awareness Fair for first years  

 Get the Radio show up-and-running  

 Exec Meeting #1: Map out Term 1  
October  Radio promo month  

 SHEC-wide Social (IP exec)  

 Sex 101 

 Mental Illness Awareness Week 

 BarBlitz #1 
November  Addictions Awareness Fair (AA Committee)  

 ThursTEA at the SWELL (Radio Committee)  

 Stressbusters: all of SHEC  

 Holiday social for all Volunteers 

December  SHEC Reduced/Exam Hours  
 

 

Second Semester 
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January  Reduced hours for the first week back  

 Volunteer training weekend 2 (first weekend back)  

 Exec meeting: SHEC week planning and term 2 “sketch” 

 BarBlitz #2 (AA)  

 New Year’s Resolution Fair  
February  Eating Disorder Awareness Week, SHEC Talks Support 

event  

 1280 Sexy Bingo  
March  SHEC Week    

 Hiring new exec and new SHEC volunteers   

 Impaired Driving Event  

 Self-Harm Event  
April  SHEC Reduced/Exam Hours 

 Stress Busters (All SHEC) 

 Transitions reports 

 Do incoming SHEC Coordinator transition  

 End of Year social, committee dinners, executive dinner  
 


